Alltech FEI World Equestrian Games 2010, Lexing-

Billy Twomey +++ Race Track Palm Sports Resort Al-

ton KY +++ Rolex FEI World Cup Finals 2011, Leipzig +++

Ain, Abu Dhabi +++ Officers Shooting Club, Abu Dhabi

Kentucky Horse Park, Lexington KY +++ Great Sou-

+++ Reiterhof Gut Stockum GmbH, Bissendorf+++ Zabe-

thwest Equestrian Center, Katy TX +++ Ramzy Al Duha-

el Stables, Dubai +++ Reitstall St. Leopold, Kloster

mi +++ Reitsportverein Stockfelderhof e.V., Orsingen-

Neuburg +++ OTTOSPORT +++ Al Shaqab Stud, Doha +++

Nenzingen +++ Artisan Farms, Wellington FL +++ Palm

Doha Racing & Equestrian Club, Doha +++ Race Track

Beach Equine Clinic, Wellington FL +++ Reit- und Fahr-

Niigata +++ Hanwha Stables, Seoul +++ National Cham-

verein Pferdefreunde, Wendelstein +++ Lucky Farms,

pionships Dressage, Hungary +++ OTTOSPORT +++ FEI

Carmel IN +++ Newstead Farm, Wellington FL +++

World Equestrian Games 2006, Aachen +++ Reitver-

Square Lake Farm, Stillwater MN +++ Monty Roberts,

ein St. Georg Euskirchen e. V. +++ FEI World Equestri-

Flag Is Up Farms, Solvang CA +++ OTTOSPORT +++ Reit-

an Games 1998, Rome +++ Asian Games 2006, Doha +++

und Fahrverein Bad Sooden-Allendorf +++ Pamela

Rolex FEI World Cup™ Final 2006, Kuala Lumpur +++

Jones, Kailua HI +++ Reithof Düwiger, Hoisdorf +++ Fer-

Republic Center of Olympic Preparation of Equest-

reira da Rocha, São Paulo +++ Reitarena Stubai, Fulp-

rian Sport and Horse Breeding, Ratomka +++ Ro-

mes +++ Billy Twomey +++Race Track Palm Sports Re

lex FEI World Cup™ Leipzig +++ Rolex FEI World Cup™

OTTO
family-owned enterprise

ABOUT US
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OTTO Sport- und Reitplatz GmbH is one of the leading providers of
high-quality solutions for planning and installing riding arenas.

As experts in riding arenas of various designs and for every type of
discipline and working hand in hand with our clients, we develop customized solutions which, at the same time, provide ultimate comfort
and safety for horse and rider. Personal consultation and support are
self-evident for us.
Our desire to live up to our clients’ wishes motivates us to strive for
excellence each and every day.

Werner Otto			
Manager					

Wolfgang Otto
Manager
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The history of Otto Sport- und Reitplatz GmbH has its origins in the
early 1960s when company founder Werner Otto started being engaged
in the construction of sports arenas.
During the late 1980s he began to specialize in riding arenas.
From that time on, his passion for horses, his constant striving for
improvement and continuous research has led to several patents in the
equestrian field. Today, the many years of experience and technical
expertise can be seen at more than 5 000 arenas around the world.

» ABOUT US

» ABOUT US

Allow us to introduce ourselves…

Global players in riding arenas

for 25 years

» OTTO

Family business run by passionate riders
and horse enthusiasts
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Quality: Made in Germany

[
Active! For environment and nature

From Bavaria
all around the world
Caring and socially committed

»

»
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» OTTO Perforated Mat

Copied many times – but never matched:
The original OTTO Perforated Mat is a base anchorage for equestrian arenas and paddocks that is
specially designed for equestrian sports and is
set underneath the footing. It guarantees a proper
and durable separation of substructure and footing, maximum drainage, water saving, concussion
mitigation and stability.
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Janne Friederike Meyer mit Cellagon Lambrasco, Weltreiterspiele Kentucky Horse Park 2010

» OTTO Perforated Mat
10

OTTO Perforated Mat for
equestrian arenas & paddocks

1. Separation of substructure and footing
a) The mat eliminates all upward shifting of substructure (rocks) into
		 the footing.
b) Concave shaped “Lock-out-rings” prevent all lateral shifting of the mat.
		 Sand cannot get under the mats, drainage and sub-base can not get
		 destroyed – no more wave forming of your arena.
2.	Drainage Surplus water drains off quickly through drainage holes. Even after		
persistent rain activity the arena can be used immediately.
3. Water Reservoirs Up to four liters of water per square meter are conserved
in the water reservoir, which permanently saves watering costs.
4.	Elasticity According to scientific tests, the Perforated Mat absorbs up to
40% of the force caused by the striking hoof, which protects the horses’
musculoskeletal system.
5. Skid resistance A specially designed system of traction-knobs of different		
lengths on the upper side of the OTTO Perforated Mat guarantees a secure surface
and base and high stability – a priceless advantage during sharp bends and turns.

DIE LOCHMATTE

Product Information
Measures

approx. 117 x 85 x 5 cm

Covered Area

approx. 1sqm

Weight

approx. 20kg

Material	Resilient Synthetics
Guarantee

20 years on functionality
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» OTTO Perforated Mat

Matthias Rath, Pfingstturnier Wiesbaden

» OTTO Perforated Mat

Perforated Mat FOR
RIDING ARENA & Paddock
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Our contribution
to environmental protection
OTTO Perforated Mats are
manufactured using recycled
synthetics. This is our active
contribution to environmental
protection and a sustainable development. Subjecting the mats
to inspections by TÜV (German
Association for Technical Inspection) for compliance with legal
requirements concerning soil
and groundwater protection on
a regular basis are a permanent
feature of quality assurance
for us. This is why we can say
with a clear conscience that the
OTTO Perforated Mat fulfills all
requirements of the Federal Soil
Protection and Contaminated
Sites Ordinance of Germany as
well as those specified in the
fact sheet of the Regional Waste
Institute (LAGA).

OTTO Footings provide customized solutions for every equestrian
discipline. Individually adapted to your demands and the needs of the
respective discipline, we will find the right footing mixture for any
arena or paddock. Additionally, we offer various types of footing
with and without additives.

OTTO-ArenaTex („Kentucky BLEND“)
This modern footing type will put your riding arena in the limelight!
OTTO-ArenaTex contains geotextiles and synthetic fibres as amendments in order to
ensure the appropriate surface consistency. Moreover, the geotextiles help maintaining
correct moisture levels of the footing - they save up to 10 litres of water per square metre. One of the major advantages of OTTO-ArenaTex is its great durability.
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» ARENA FOOTING LAYERS

» ARENA FOOTING LAYERS

OTTO Arena Footing LAYERS
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OTTO-ArenaSpan
The classic footing :
The sand is mixed with wooden chips to guarantee the correct surface consistency.

OTTO-ArenaPad
A mixture that is specially matched to the specific demands of paddocks:
OTTO-ArenaPad enhances drainage features of paddocks, particularly in combination with the OTTO Perforated Mat. Therefore, surplus water always drains off quickly
and horses will feel comfortable all around.

Not all sand is created equal! As a company with references all over the world we prefer working
with top-of-the-line sand that deserves to be designated as „sand for equestrian sports“. For our special
footing mixtures we only use types of sands that have been tested in our company-owned laboratory and
meet the highest quality standards for use as “equestrian sports sand”.

Linke Seite

EQUESTRIAN EQUIPMENT

Bedding for Winners

G H

I

German Horse Industry

G H

I

German Horse Industry

Unser komplettes Sortiment und einen
Händler in Ihrer Nähe finden Sie unter:
n &Tor
Zau teme

Sys

For our complete product range and to
find a retailer in your vicinity, please see:

www.waldhausen.com

» KLAUS BALKENHOL

KLAUS BALKENHOL
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„It is important that the soil is neither too hard nor too
smooth. For horses, the soil has to be a little skidding,
so it shouldn’t be too blunt. Additionally, the soil has
to be water-permeable and ought to have a good degree of moisture. It should neither be muddy nor too
dry. Mats fulfilling these requirements we received
from Otto Sport, a well-known producer of equestrian
surfaces with presence around the globe (e.g. for the
World Equestrian Games of Rome 1998). We applied to
Otto Sport, and it was a good decision to construct our
equestrian surface in that way. We also use OTTO mats
in our indoor arena as we need a soil which is level but
not slippery. The knobs on the mats provide a good
consistency so horses will find a strong foothold.”

20

We construct our arenas according to the three-layers-model (sub-base layer – upper base – footing).
First, topsoil should be removed and subsoil be compacted to get a even and stable surface. For the
construction of outdoor arenas, a light slope of about 1.5% is necessary.
For indoor arenas a slope is not necessary.

1. The structure – scheme of the arena
FOOTING

Sub-base
layer

OTTO Perforated Mats are set on a washed stone layer with a gap
of approx. 3 cm and lightly rolled and filled with filter material.
Water-permeable layer – ideally local aggregates/stones which are
installed with laser-controlled machines.

The above-mentioned three layer scheme is a standardized and simplified system. However, riding arena construction highly depends on the
local conditions and the individual requests of the customers.
So please take advantage of the chance to get free advice from our
experts – we are happy to assist you in all questions regarding the
construction of your arena!

When it comes to realization, we can offer you several possibilities at different price points:

Complete construction ready to use
Our experts will personally take care of the entire realization from start to finish and finally present you with
your completed arena.

Supervisor
You either have a local construction company do the work or you bring your own labor, which takes over a part
of the work.One of our riding arena experts supervises the correct realization and provides assistance when it
comes to specialist questions.

21
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Separation
Layer

A specially mixed footing that meets the requirements of the desired
equestrian discipline is installed with laser-controlled machines.

2. REALIZATION
ARENA
CONSTRUCTION
VORWORT
GESCHÄFTSLEITUNG
» RIDING

» RIDING ARENA CONSTRUCTION

RIDING ARENA CONSTRUCTION
OUR EXPERTISE – YOUR BENEFIT

Do-it-yourself
You have a local construction company do the work using the necessary machinery and assist them in it.
You will receive an installation manual showing you every single stage of the work.

Make use of our “OTTO
Modular Construction
System”
Of course, you can obtain
all materials and services
that are necessary for
constructing your arena
from us. According to your
wishes, we will supply you
with either individual components or the full solution.

Subterranean-Irrigation-Systems serve to provide continuous
and consistent footing.

Subterranean Irrigation „Supreme“

22

VORWORT GESCHÄFTSLEITUNG
IRRIGATION
» SUBTERRANEAN

» SUBTERRANEAN IRRIGATION

Subterranean Irrigation
Watering “from below”
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With our Subterranean-Irrigation-System, watering is done “from below”:
By means of sensors, the water level is measured constantly and regulated accordingly through a piping system in order for the footing to remain steadily moist. Watering the arena manually, which can often be troublesome, is no longer necessary. Our Subterranean-Irrigation-System is available in two versions: “CLASSIC”
(without OTTO Perforated Mats) and “SUPREME” (with OTTO Perforated Mats).
Essentially, both versions are equal in functionality. A decisive difference, however, is that using the “SUPREME” version of the system, OTTO Perforated Mat provides lasting elasticity and, as a result, considerably
higher comfort for the horses’ musculoskeletal system compared to the “CLASSIC” version.
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„I have been riding and training on
OTTO mats since 1996 when I took
charge of the Wäldershausen stud.
I am convinced of the optimal drainage features and the concussion
absorption. Hooves and joints of
my horses are evidently less claimed. At international equestrian
events I always had good experiences on OTTO Sport surfaces which
receive rave reviews by the competitors regularly.”

» LARS NIEBERG

» LARS NIEBERG

LARS NIEBERG

OTTO TOURNAMENT MAT

26

Our service for tournament organizers and temporary equestrian events: especially in fair halls, concrete floors definitely
provide insufficient skid resistance. OTTO Tournament Mats provide the solution. In addition, it creates the needed elasticity
underneath the footing and protects the horses’ musculoskeletal system. A further benefit: The mats can be installed and
removed quickly and make maintenance easier.

As official supplier of many FEI World Cups, World Equestrian
Games, European Championships and other equestrian sport
events, we have wide experience in the field of temporary riding
surfaces.
We would be pleased to help you in your event.
Feel free to as our experts.

approx. 117 x 84 x 4 cm

covered area

approx. 1sqm

weight

approx. 17 kg

material

elastic synthetics

guarantee

20 years on functionality

The little sister of OTTO Perforated Mat:
Our OTTO Tournament Mat will provide high quality conditions for your riding arena
during short or seasonal tournaments in sports venues or fair halls.
It can be installed and removed quickly and simplifies maintenance during the tournament without compromising skid resistance and elasticity.
Please note:
OTTO Tournament Mats are produced in limited quantity. Please contact us to
check availability!
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OTTO TOURNAMENT MAT
IN TOP SHAPE FOR SEASONAL
OR TEMPORARY EVENTS

measures

» TOURNAMENT MAT

LOCHMATTE
TOURNAMENT
MAT
» DIE

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Willkommen im
TRUCK CENTER!

ITALY

USA

Portugal

Hawaii

Entdecken Sie in Lastrup die gesamte Produktpalette von Neu- und Gebrauchtfahrzeugen, zahlreichen Musterwohnungen und einer großen Auswahl individueller
Ausstattungsmöglichkeiten. – Rufen Sie einfach an: 04472 895-960.

Böckmann Fahrzeugwerke GmbH 49688 Lastrup www.boeckmann.com

» OTTO MATS

OTTO MATS
IN YOUR INDOOR ARENA

30

NO SPEcial Subsoil Necessary
Less Footing Material Needed

[

Less Water ConsuMption
Concussion Mitigation
Slip Resistance
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„After long-term experience with Otto Sport
surfaces as an active competitor at several premier events like the World Equestrian Games of Aachen 2006, Kentucky 2010, the
World Cup Finals Leipzig 2011 or even as the
organizer of the World Vaulting Championships Brno 2008, I must say that I couldn‘t
recommend any other surface than this. It
provides solid conditions for every competitor, perfect elasticity for horses or even
for gymnasts when they are landing on it.
Together with experience, long warranty
and last but not least TÜV approval, these
are all arguments for me to decide again for
Otto Sport quality next time.“

» Lukas KlOuda

» DIE LOCHMATTE

LUKAS KLoUDA

OTTO Desert MAT
FOR HOT REGIONS

In this way, the capacity of the water retention system is doubled to eight liters of water per
square meter.
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» DESERT MAT

» DESERT MAT

The OTTO Closed Mat is specially designed for equestrian arenas in hot climate zones and
extremely dry regions with very low precipitation probability, as for instance characteristic
for the Arabian Pensinsula.This model offers the same quality features as the Perforated
Mat: elasticity, concussion mitigation. It does, however, not need drainage holes.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION
measure

approx. 117 x 85 x 5 cm

covered area

approx. 1 sqm

weight

approx. 22 kg

material

resilient synthetics

guarantee

20 years on functionality

Take advantage of our “OTTO Modular Construction System”
Again, we offer you the “OTTO Modular Construction System”. Essentially, you can
obtain all the needed materials from us. If requested, we can, however, also supply
you with individual components which you can install yourself according to our
instruction and by this save ready cash. Of course a professional installation manual
comes with all our deliveries.
If you have any further questions, do not hesitate to contact us.

» PADDOCK SURFACE

» PADDOCK SURFACE

OTTO PADDOCK SURFACE

PADDOCK CONSTRUCTION SCHEME

38
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Just like regular arenas, paddocks are installed using the three-layer-system
(sub-base layer – separation layer – footing). In this case as well, we recommend
removing topsoil, and compacting subsoil and creating a light slope of 1.5%.
Installation is done analogously to riding arenas. Sand blend without footing
amendments (e. g. OTTO Arena Pad) or local sand as footing layer is sufficient.
We would be pleased to help you!

„We are keen on the OTTO Stable Mats that are set in
our barns. The special thing about the OTTO Perforated Mats installed in our paddocks and arenas is
their ability to enhance horses’ blood circulation. A
lot of risks can be minimized or even completely avoided by using the perforated mats. We have had very
positive experience concerning the blood circulation of the extremities and the hoof structure.”
Dr. Med. Vet. Andrea Papst
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„I have had significant experience with Otto
Sport at Gestüt Fährhof for several years.
My observations would indicate that this
was a very wise decision. The long time that I
have experienced with Otto Sport has shown
me many advantages. The surface of the Otto
Sport round pen stays much more level than
the ones here on my California property. In addition, I have had the same soil in the German
round pen for seven years while I have changed the soil twice a year in California. The
moisture stays more evenly distributed which
seems to me to be safer for the horses. I know
that Otto Sport is very effective, both from
the standpoint of its architectural value as
well as its qualities regarding the safety and
well being of the horses.”

» MONTY ROBERTS

MONTY ROBERTS

OTTO STABLE MATS
FOR COMFORTABLE WARMTH IN STABLES

PFERDE GUCKEN AUS STALL

Special chambers on the bottom side of the mat create a warming air cushion.
One major advantage is that fewer shavings are required, only what is necessary
to soak up urine.

Installing the OTTO Stable Surface is really easy:
The mats interlock with one another and can be set on any solid and level
ground. If required, they may be cut to the desired size with a saw.

measure

approx.115 x 75 x 4 cm

covered area

approx. 0,86sqm

weight

approx. 28 kg

material

resilient synthetics
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Further benefits:
The air circulates and no condensation water is created underneath the mat. The
amount of waste produced is far lower – mucking out and maintaining stables is
done without any great effort.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

» OTTO STABLE MATS

GUMMISTEINE

The tried and tested OTTO Stable Mats create a
warm and comfortable environment in the stables, providing maximum comfort for your horses.

Rubber bricks are the ideal flooring for pathways;
wash and grooming areas and horse walkers.
With their non-slip properties and heat insulating
features, they make an important contribution to
protecting horses’ soundness.
They are weatherproof and frost-resistant (-40° to
+80°C), urine-resistant and sound-absorbing.

PRODUCT INFORMATION
measure

200 x 165 x 44 mm

required amount

approx. 35 pcs./1sqm

weight

1.05 kg

colour

red, black

» RUBBER BRICKS

» RUBBER BRICKS

RUBBER BRICKS
SAFETY IN WASHING AREAS
AND HORSE WALKERS
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

TRAILER BALL – THE HANDY ONE

» ARENA LEVELLERS

DELUXE – FOR MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE
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PRODUCT INFORMATION
width

2.40 m

length

2.20 m

height

1.20 m

weight

approx. 500 kg

1.80 m

length

2.20 m

height

1.00 m

weight

approx.280kg

With its trailer ball, this model offers a variety of application possibilities:
It can be connected to almost any vehicle that has a tow hitch. Arena maintenance can be done by tractor, by quad bike or even by car. A transport wheel
allows safe carriage outside the arena.
Height-adjustable spring tines with exchangeable plowshares, a height-adjustable drag board and a roller with an integrated worm conveyor are basic hardware of the arena leveller.
The tow hitch is also height-adjustable and can be customized to the respective
vehicle individually. At extra charge, the arena leveller can also be equipped
with a lateral hoof print rake.
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The OTTO Arena Leveller „DELUXE“ ensures top-of-the-line maintenance and
maximum appearance of the equestrian arena. Numerous extras facilitate daily
maintenance work and provide well-kept appearance of the surface. The heightadjustable drag board is strengthened by armor steel plates to minimize wear and
tear. An integrated roller enhances compacting of the footing and creates a consistent pattern so as to put your arena in the spotlight in a functional and visual way
alike. The spring tines are height-adjustable accurate to the millimeter. A lateral
hoof print rake helps to achieve a level footing even along the edge of the arena.
Sticking to the tractor and unhitching is easier due to a height-adjustable pillar. A
transportation bolt allows safe carriage on the road.
The leveller is adjustable in height and therefore can be used for different types of
tractors.

width

VORWORT
LEVELLERS
GESCHÄFTSLEITUNG
» ARENA

OTTO ARENA LEVELLERS
FOR PROFESSIONAL ARENA
MAINTENANCE

PRODUCT INFORMATION

BASIC – THE BASIC MODEL
The zinc-coated OTTO Arena Leveller “BASIC” helps to getyour footing
in top shape:
Continuously variable spring tines allow sand to break up easily. The drag
board (incline adjustable in five levels) can be used for every type of footing.
The leveller is suited for every tractor with an engine of at least 30 HP that has
a three-point hydraulic linkage.

width

2.30 m

length

1.20 m

height

1.00 m

weight

approx.170kg

» RACE TRACKS

» RACE TRACKS

RACE
RACETRACKS
TRACKSMADE BY OTTO

DUBAI
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GERMANY

ITALY

Championships Vaulting 2008, Brno +++ Reitverein Rei-

Reitverein Hohenstein e.V., Coburg +++ Franke Sloot-

chenbach-Hochdorf e. V. +++ FEI World Cup Grand Prix,

haak +++ Meredith Michaels-Beerbaum +++ Markus

Brno +++ Reitstall Ziegelhütte, Altdorf +++ European

Beerbaum +++ Lars Nieberg +++ John Whitaker +++ OT-

Championships Dressage 2007, Turin +++ Reiterhof St.

TOSPORT +++ Reitanlage Feucht +++ Klaus Balkenhol

Georg, Bestensee +++ European Championships Dres-

+++ Debbie McDonald +++ Reit- und Fahrverein Donau-

sage 1999, Arnheim +++ FEI European Jumping Champi-

eschingen e.V +++ Victoria Max-Theurer +++ Catheri-

onship 2011, Madrid +++ Reitstall Stolberg, Hannover

ne Haddad +++ Reitclub Achern e. V. +++ Anna Paproc-

+++ Mediterranean Games 2009, Pescara +++ Circo-

ka Campanella +++ Reit- und Fahrverein Senden e.V.

lo Ippico Casale San Nicola, Rome +++ International

+++ Robert Whitaker +++ Bundeswehr Sports School,

Dressage and Jumping Festival, Verden +++ Reitstall

Warendorf +++ Reit- und Fahrsportverein Würz-

Tasdorf +++ Munich Indoors +++ OTTOSPORT +++ Reit-

burg e. V. +++ Bayerisches Haupt- und Landgestüt

anlage Eichnerhof, Pörnbach +++ Festhallen-Reit-

Schwaiganger,

turnier, Frankfurt +++ Reitverein WeiSSenburg +++

dorf +++ Derby-Park Hamburg +++ Reiterhof Kur-

GroSSer Preis von Sachsen, Zwickau +++ Reitverein

ze, Bobersen +++ Gestüt ZYX, Elbtal +++ Reitclub Tat-

Seebarn +++ Atlantic Equestrian Tour, Comporta +++

tersall, Nürnberg +++ Gestüt Vorwerk, Cappeln

Ohlstadt

+++

Reitstall

Weikers-

design by www.ideenmuehle.com

»
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Otto Sport- und Reitplatz GmbH
Am Umspannwerk 6

phone

+49 9187 97 11-0

90518 Altdorf / Germany

fax

+49 9187 44 36

E-Mail info@ottosport.com

Internet www.ottosport.com

